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The Leakproof Bag

Polymer chains work together to prevent water from leaking out of a bag.

Who would have ever thought that a plastic bag, some water, and a few pencils would have adults screaming with

fear? learn how to poke holes in a plastic bag filled with water without spilling a drop. Well, that’s the theory you’re

going to test . . . and it’s wise to practice your liquid trick over the sink. It’s a cool way to learn about the chemistry of

polymers.
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Leak-Proof Bag - Sick Science! - #120

EXPERIMENT MATERIALS

Five sharpened pencils

Zipper-lock plastic bag

(quart-size works well)

Water

A few paper towels
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1 Start by sharpening the pencils. Make sure the tips are sharpened to a point.

2 Fill the bag one-half full with water and then seal the bag closed. Pose this question to your

dinner guests: “What would happen if I tried to push one of these pencils through the bag of

water? Would the water leak out and make a giant mess?”

3 They’ll answer “yes,” unless they know the scientific secret, but you’re not telling . . . yet!

HELPFUL HINTS:

Make sure the tips of the pencils are sharpened to a point. Be careful not to push the pencils all

the way through the holes or your “spear-it” experiment will turn into a big “clean-it-up” activity.

4 Here comes the scary part. Hold the pencil in one hand and the top of the bag in the other hand.

Believe it or not, you can push the pencil right through one side of the bag and halfway out the

other side without spilling a drop. The long chains of molecules that make up the bag magically

seal back around the pencil and prevent water from leaking out. Now, that’s the “Spear-It” of

science! Sound impossible? Try it—over the sink the first time and then over your friend’s head . .

. just for fun.

5 This is just like a Las Vegas–style magic act where the magician jabs swords through the cabinet,

yet the beautiful assistant comes out unscathed. Okay, maybe not, but you have to agree that

it’s amazing that the water stays in the bag. Be careful not to push the pencils all the way

through the holes or your science magic trick will quickly turn into a “clean-it-up” activity.



HOW DOES IT WORK

The zipper-lock plastic bag you used was most likely made out of a polymer called low-density polyethylene (LDPE).

It’s one of the most widely used packaging materials in the world. LDPE is low in cost, lightweight, durable, a barrier

to moisture, and very flexible.

Think of the polyethylene molecules as long strands of freshly cooked spaghetti. The tip of the sharpened pencil can

easily slip between and push apart the flexible strands of spaghetti, but the strands’ flexible property helps to form

a temporary seal against the edge of the pencil. When the pencil is removed, the hole in the plastic bag remains

because the polyethylene molecules were pushed aside permanently and the water leaks out.

As you might have discovered, it’s much easier for the stretched plastic to seal around the smooth sides of a round

pencil than the straight edges found on other pencils. Hopefully you discovered this tip during practice and not

while the bag was precariously positioned over someone’s head.

TAKE IT FURTHER

Try experimenting with plastic bags of different sizes and thicknesses. The thicker the bag, the harder it is to get the

pencil to pass through. For a really thin bag, use a plastic bag from the produce section of the grocery store.

Experiment with different sizes and shapes of pencils. Some pencils have flat edges while others have perfectly

round, smooth edges. Which type of pencil works best?

This next gem is an extension of the “Baby Diaper Secret” activity. Collect the superabsorbent powder from the

lining of two or three diapers. After all of the pencils are pushed through the bag, carefully open the bag and

sprinkle in the superabsorbent powder. Give the powder a few seconds to solidify the water and remove the pencils.

Use “The Leakproof Bag” as an object lesson for a message on school spirit and leadership.

Let the bag of water represent the student body and use the pencils to demonstrate the excitement of school spirit

(spear-it!).

Each pencil represents a different element of school spirit—teamwork, pride, unity, attitude, dedication, and fun.

As the pencils pass through the water, the student body helps to magnify the message of involvement and

participation in school activities throughout the year. What happens when the spirit pencils are removed? Is it

possible to stop the leaks? How do we keep the enthusiasm alive?

Collect the superabsorbent powder from the “Baby Diaper Secret” in a cup and label it “LEADERSHIP.” With just the

proper amount of leadership, the student body is forever changed.

6 When you are finished, hold the bag over the sink or a bucket and remove the pencils. Toss the

bag in the recycling bin and dry the pencils.
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